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The Stories that Scared You Were: 
!
The Wasteland - T.S. Eliot 
The Flying Dutchman; or the Phantom Ship - Edward Fitzball 
Kwaidan - Lacadio Hearn 
The Ghost Pirates - William Hope Hodgson 
Sea Curse - Robert E. Howard 
Herbert West, Reanimator - H.P. Lovecraft 
The Oblong Box - Edgar Allan Poe 
Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark - Alvin Schwartz 
Dracula - Bram Stoker 
Ringu - Suzuki Koji !
Special Thanks to: 
Our Ghostly Guides 
Cynthia Becht, Jamie Hazlitt, Carol Raby 
Jason Shepard, Rob Hillig, Pat McMahon 
Lacy Wetmore and Professor Baby, Ray Bradbury 
Dean Kristine Brancolini 
With apologies to Anthony Miller and Gordon Lightfoot 
!
!
!
The People who Scared You Were: 
!
Sisi Ayoub (Sea Curse)   
Mikayla Blanchard (The Ghost Pirates)   
Jordan Block (The Oblong Box)  
Brigid Breen (The Oblong Box)   
Callie Carlucci (The Ghost Pirates) 
Emily Forest (The Ghost Pirates) 
Jess Gabor (Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark) 
Aisling Galvan (Sea Curse) 
Joey Glyman (Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark) 
Ksusha Genenfeld (Herbert West, Reanimator)   
Rick Henley (Herbert West, Reanimator) 
Christine Jungwiwattanaporn (Kwaidan/Ringu)  
Sam Kammerman (Herbert West, Reanimator) 
Patrick Koocheradis (The Flying Dutchman)  
Parisa Loftis (Herbert West, Reanimator)  
Hannah McMechan (Dracula) 
Rachel Morgan (Dracula) 
Katie Murphy  (Dust Witch)      
Natalie Nasr (The Ghost Pirates)   
Kevin Nguyen  (Kwaidan/Ringu) 
Teresa Nowitzki (Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark) 
Wendolyn Sims-Rucker (The Oblong Box) 
Christoph Wagner (The Flying Dutchman) !
Stage Managed by Savannah Lewison 
Costumes by Reed Sights 
Written & Directed by Kevin Wetmore
The Haunting of Hannon Library is a joint project of the LMU 
Department of Theatre Arts and the William H. Hannon Library.
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